
Sara Bay Country Club 
Sarasota, Florida 

 
Architect:  Donald Ross (1926) 
       Brian Silva (restored 1991/2006) 
 
  Par Yardage Rating   Slope 
Blue  72 7021  73.8  136 
White  72 6414  71.0  125 
 
 
 
Overview: 
  
 Donald Ross only built two golf courses in this region of Florida and this one is a real gem worth 
seeking out.  Donald Ross once said, "A course that continually offers problems - one with fight in it, if you 
please - is the one that keeps players keen for the game." Like a tough little terrier Sara Bay has some fight in 
her.  The original course was restored and updated over the last two decades by Brian Silva an expert on Ross 
designs who gave it a lovely new polish with full respect for the original design. 
 

Created in 1926 as the centerpiece of  the Whitfield Estates one of Florida’s first golf course 
communities, Ross gave it all the design features that Ross courses are known for.  The greens throughout have 
the full measure of the distinctive precipice design that we know from Pinehurst #2.  The fall offs on most 
greens are on at least three sides which puts an enormous premium on a player’s decisive intent when pitching 
and chipping.   

 
Mature growth trees give the holes tactical framing throughout.  Fairway bunkers are done in 

constellations-but always on one side of the fairway-generally the premium drive location is just off the 
bunkers.  Greenside bunkering is very selective but severe-the long holes have free access in front-the shorter 
ones have hurdles, but in all cases there is a tactical way to play around them if you choose.  The greens are 
very difficult by virtue of the crowning, but what makes it even more challenging is that the surfaces are 
awesome pure-probably 11 on the stimpmeter on a daily basis.  Grain direction on every green is crucial 
because it will determine the relative speed and direction of every putt.  One thing to note is that the two par 
fives on both sides are in the last three holes so your best scoring opportunities are late in each side. 
 
 The club itself has a quiet humility about it.  There is no glitz here at all.  The clubhouse is understated 
except for the extraordinary vintage pictures in the lobby of Jones, Hagan, Zaharias, Tommy Armour, and 
others.  The course itself is very simple in it’s presentation.  Short yardage driving range-nothing more than a 
160 club-makes for lots of finesse practice time.  Pitching area is a cart ride away off the first hole.  No hole 
identification markers other than the yardage plate on each tee-so you have to pay attention to the course map to 
know where you are going.  Everyone from the pro to the starter is a low key understated type who just has a 
confidence in the quality of this place and why people ought to play it. 
 
 This is a private club so you will need to arrange to play it through your club professional.  If you are in 
the Sarasota areas it is well worth the effort to seek this out-it is a great walk and a distinctive Ross experience.  
Playing these greens will be an afternoon to remember all to itself. 



 
 
Hole-By-Hole: 
 
#1 Par 4 429/401 Yards 
 
 Simple but challenging hole to begin with.  Drive it to right center and you have a straight look into a 
green with only one lonely bunker flanking the left side of the putting surface.  The bunker you see on the right 
is set a good fifty yards short of the green so don’t be fooled looking at this from fairway.  This green, like all of 
them, rises above the fairway and has a distinct slant off the front left and over the back.  Over sucks so hit it 
into the front third and putt up at the hole. 
 
#2 Par 4 458/408 
 
 Typical driving area you will see today.  The three bunkers on the right, 200 yards from the green,  are a 
no-no but the landing area is constricted on the left so the best drive position is close to the bunkers on the right.  
You have free access to the front of this green on the second-this green slants hard to seven o’clock and then off 
the back to 2 o’clock.   
 
#3 Par 4 389/367 
 
 A distinctive change on this next one-shortish four par that turns decisively to the left on the second 
shot.  Driver hard up the right with a left turn gives you a wide look at the green set somewhat below you.   
There are two palms just short left of this green that frame the short second shot.  Unlike most of the greens 
here-this one has a higher backstop on the back right corner that allows you to be pretty aggressive with a cut 
shot into the green.  A great hole this should give you a birdie opportunity. 
 
#4 Par 3 152/141 
 
 This is the most imaginative of the three pars-a very short technical hole with disaster lurking 
everywhere.  This hole has a little fight in it.  Short iron across the hazard-really not in play-but the green has 
two halacious bunkers protecting front right and flanking left.  Do not miss long and left above the bunker, there 
is no reasonable recovery option there.  The green is one of the steepest on the course-pitched from back to 
front-you do not want to land your tee ball above this hole.  Any bunker shot or pitch will be a handful.  The 
putting on this green is the most severely affected you will see all day. 
 
#5 Par 4 378/337 
 
 A very technical par four-you have to hit fairway metal off this tee to lay up in heart of the segmented 
landing area right before a crossing brook.  There is a series of bunkers that flank the right side of the landing 
area.  What is left is about 140ish to a green set to the left with the same brook flanking the right side of the 
approach and punctuated by two nasty greenside bunkers on the right.  The back of the green has a nice flat area 
and the green banks significantly to the front from there.  Overcook your approach and you can end up falling 
off the back and have a difficult pitch to keep near the flag coming back. 
 
 



 
#6 Par 4 398/340 
 
 A fairly straight away par four you drive it to right center just off the three bunkers on the right.  Trees 
flank the left side of the driving area so you cannot be wayward on that side.  Green is framed by a big spread 
tree on the left and it forces you to take on a big bunker in front of the green.  Falls off on both sides 
so your iron shot in has to have real conviction to hold this green. 
 
#7 Par 5 588/533 
 
 The first of two par fives in the last three holes on this side-it is typical of the long holes you will see 
today.  Drive is to left center-do not try to cut off anything on the right side-there are four bunkers flanking the 
landing area on that side.  Three wood on the second down the left will leave you well short of the creek that 
crosses the fairway at about 50 yards.  Now you elevate a short club to a green that banks sharply toward you 
and then falls off sharply over the back.  You should get a birdie chance here. 
 
#8 Par 3 198/167 
 
 Simple but cute mid-range short hole.  The green sits a little below you protected by one bunker short 
right just over the creek that crosses in front of you.  Nice chipping area short left that serves as a bail out area.  
I found that the green banks to seven o’clock toward the bail area is very receptive to a low ball landing short 
and feeding on.  There is a fall off back right at about one o’clock so you cannot be too aggressive to a pin back 
there. 
 
#9 Par 5 486/467 
 
 This can be reachable if you hit an aggressive drive just off the three bunkers that flank the right of the 
landing area.  Trees on the left are confining and will get in your way if your tee ball runs hard up the left.  Your 
second shot crosses the creek to a green slightly above you in front of the club house.  Three bunkers up the left 
the last seventy yards into the green and one bunker protecting the front right of the green.  This green is 
severely banked back to front with a high flat area on the back but it drops off steeply over the back to the cart 
prep area so you have to work your approach up the middle of the green up. 
 
#10 Par 4 424/407 
 
 Somewhat similar to the first hole-you drive it right center even with the two fairway bunkers.  There is 
a spread tree on the left side that will block the line to the green if you drive up the left.  Bunker on the left is 
about 20 yards short of the green-don’t want to be in there.  Bunker off the front right edge. This green banks 
steeply back to front and falls off the back as well. 
 
#11 Par 4 452/400 
 
 Similar to number two-straight away par four-drive to left center just short of the two bunkers on the 
left.  Very open access to this green-one mild bunker flanking the right of the green.  Green slopes steeply back 
to front. 
 



 
#12 Par 4 378/356 
 
 This is a very cool hole.  Drive right center off the edge of the three bunker constellation on the right.  It 
is about 150 in from the edge of the bunker.  Hit a middle iron to an alcove green set across the creek-there is a 
bail out area front right of the green that defines the slope of the green 11 to 5.   The shot in sets up for a draw 
since there are trees up the left the last 100 yards in that cordon the shot coming in. 
 
#13 Par 3 224/199 
 
 Longest of the tree pars this is a fairway metal at a shallow green set on a diagonal to the tee at 10 to 4.  
The best shot in would be a draw working up the length of the green.  Bunkers pinch the front left and front 
right-neither one would be an easy up and down.  Green slope is back to front but a big fall off back right off 
the corner of the green. 
 
#14 Par 4 411/360 
 
 Middle length four par-you want to drive up the right side just off the edge of the four bunkers that flank 
the driving area.  About 160 in from the back of the one closest to the tee. Three really deep bunkers protect this 
green one in front and one on either side.  Good slant to this green back to front. 
 
#15 Par 4 447/399 
 
 The driving area is slightly confined by the creek that crosses the fairway at about 150-might hit the 
three wood on the tee here to take this out of play.  Leaves about 160 in to a green pinched by deep bunkers on 
either side. Water flanking the right of the fairway from 150 in is more in play than you think. 
The front access is good so if you manage your line in you can work it up the center of the green.  
 
#16 Par 3 194/181 
 
 Par three, par five, par five-not your typical finish sequence but there are good scoring opportunities 
between you and the house.  This par three is a longish iron or hybrid into a green flanked on either side by 
bunkers.  The green is banked at you and falls off to the right as well. If you work it up the front opening this is 
a makeable par. 
 
#17 Par 5 500/470 
 
 Most reachable of the five pars all day.  The left side of the driving area has three bunkers and you can 
drive it adjacent to the center one.  Now the green is framed on the right by a spread tree and a string of five 
bunkers and a series of trees on the left.  Hit a three wood at the front left corner of the green and hope it can 
skip on.  This green is the height of a small office building and is major steep back to front with a flattish area 
on the back.  You get some dramatic pitches from in front of this green.  If you are elevating an approach it 
drops off dramatically if you pass the back third of the green. 
 
 
 



 
 
#18 Par 5 515/481 
 
 Interesting finishing hole-maybe a touch too long to reach in two but with a smart layup you should get 
a scoring opportunity.  Drive to left center off the three bunker setting on the right.  Now you are likely to lay 
up with a middle to short club to about 100 in front of a cross creek at 75 yards.  Your pitch is across the hazard 
to a green slightly above you with one deep bunker front left.  Big bail chipping area on the right and short of 
the green.  Middle of the green has a flat spot but it leans toward the chipping area mentioned.  An accurate 
pitch and you should get a birdie opportunity to finish. 
 
 Take time when you are done to walk the hallways and take in the memorabilia hanging on the walls.  
The grill room is lovely and I recommend the Philly cheesesteak and a complimentary chocolate chip tempting 
you from the cookie jars. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 


